Reviews on land use change induced effects on regional hydrological ecosystem services for integrated water resources management
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ABSTRACT

This paper proposed to provide valuable information for integrated water resources management through evaluating the research on the interaction mechanism among land use changes, regional hydrological ecosystem services and human well-being. Firstly, the driving mechanism of land use and land cover changes was introduced in this paper. Secondly, the overview of the interaction mechanism among land use and land cover changes, regional hydrological ecosystem services and human well-being was given. Based on the meta-analysis, land use changes have a profound influence on regional hydrological ecosystem services, and the variation of hydrological ecosystem could benefit or impair human well-being. Finally, two suggestions were emphasized for managers or policy makers for the future integrated water resources management: (1) Proper land use makes for the water resource management; (2) Blindly pursuing the provisioning services weakens other services of hydrological ecosystem.

© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

There is growing concern that water crisis caused by human activities is severely threatening human survival and impairing the law of nature (Schindler and Donahue, 2006; Bakker, 2012). It poses challenges on managers or policy makers for developing scientific and proper plans for preserving water resources or saving water use and leads to the recognition that the management of water resources requires a holistic approach. Integrated water resources management (IWRM), an empirical concept built up from the on-the-ground experience of practitioners, is now the dominant paradigm for relieving the water-related issues (Calizaya et al., 2010). The UN provided the most-quoted definition (1992): a process to promote the coordinated development and management of water, land and related resources, in order to maximize the resultant economic and social welfare in an equitable manner without compromising the sustainability of vital ecosystems. Therefore, IWRM can be enhanced through water resource modeling and land use planning. With the exploration on the interconnections between Land Use and Land Cover Changes (LUCC) and regional hydrological ecosystem services or water-land coupling system, the solutions for improving water environment are no longer limited to study water itself, and the research on the interaction mechanism of LUCC and hydrological ecosystem services could offer another accessible path for integrated water resources management.

The dynamics of LUCC and their resulting consequences are one of the central themes of global change research (Lambin et al., 2001; Turner et al., 2007). With the development of theory and methodology of the dynamics of land system change and the establishment of the Global Land Project (Liu et al., 2014), researchers have increasingly realized the close relationships among natural environmental evolution, terrestrial ecosystem processes, human production activities and the dynamics of LUCC (Deng et al., 2014). LUCC considered as an important driving force for the hydrological ecosystem change, enormously alters the structure of the earth surface system as well as its material and energy flows. In the past decades, aside from the study on the process and driving...
mechanism of LUCC at different spatial scales, the investigation upon the externality of LUCC, especially the effects of land use changes on regional hydrological ecosystem services, was another hotspot, due to the awareness of water as an increasingly scarce yet essential resource for sustainable development (Wu et al., 2014). As the enhanced land use intensity and growing land cover diversity dramatically varies the biogeochemical circulation, hydrological process and landscape of the earth surface, these variations affect the status, characteristics and functions of the regional hydrological ecosystem (Deng et al., 2013a).

The Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MA) synthesizes and analyzes the theory and methodology of ecosystem services framework, and makes plenty efforts to illustrate its widespread importance and strengthen recognition and knowledge of societal dependence on ecosystems (Van Kamp et al., 2003; Pejchar and Mooney, 2009; Smith et al., 2013). Hydrological ecosystem services are just one category of diverse services providing tremendous beneficial interests for people. As human well-being varies with ecosystem services change reported by Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Service (IPBES) in 21st century, hydrological ecosystem services involving freshwater supply, spiritual uses and flood damages have both negative and positive impacts on human well-being. Thus, the IWRM is required to governance the consequences induced by alteration of hydrological ecosystem services for optimizing the human benefits. Of course, there is a large amount of evidences to clarify the internal and external mechanism of the changes of hydrological ecosystem services for integrated water resources management (Daily and Matson, 2008; Polasky and Segerson, 2009; Gascoigne et al., 2011).

What is the driving mechanism of dynamics of LUCC in terms of natural conditions and socio-economy? How does the LUCC act on regional hydrological ecosystem services? What are the impacts of regional hydrological ecosystem services on human well-being? And how does the IWRM do to improve the human well-being based on the effects of LUCC upon hydrological ecosystem services? This paper gives the answers in tandem with an investigation on the interaction among LUCC, regional hydrological ecosystem services and human well-being. Then the remainder will introduce the IWRM through land use regulating in the context of research on the impacts of LUCC on hydrological ecosystem services. Last but not least, conclusions and expectations of relevant study on LUCC and regional hydrological ecosystem services and IWRM will be given.

2. Driving mechanism of LUCC

The analysis on driving forces of LUCC is one of the vital contents for LUCC research (Singh and Shi, 2014), their relationship is often quantified by combining use conceptual model and mathematical model, introducing mathematical statistics methods and adopting the historical and current LUCC data (Deng et al., 2013b). The drivers of LUCC are usually divided into two major categories: natural factors and socioeconomic factors (Weng, 2002; Naveh (1995), Crow et al. (1999), Veldkamp and Verburg (2004) and Huang et al. (2007)) made multiple efforts to identify the natural elements of LUCC. Natural factors often refer to natural and environmental characteristics, climate change, soil condition, vegetation succession, periodic interference, and other natural processes (Wu et al. 2013), Millette et al. (1995) and Zhen et al. (2014) made achievements on socioeconomic elements. As the report of International Geosphere–Biosphere Program (IGBP) and International Human Dimensions Programme on Global Environmental Change (IHDP) stated (Xu et al., 2013), socio-economic elements include demographic change, poverty status, technological progress, economic growth, political and economic structure, and core value of the society. However, the main driving force remains uncertain due to the variation of regional characteristics.

2.1. Natural factors of LUCC

First and foremost, the differences of natural conditions determine regional heterogeneity of the LUCC in spatial and temporal, containing the heterogeneity of land suitability, natural structure of LUCC and natural condition of land system (Li et al., 2013). In the long run, the physical elements provide basic condition for LUCC, especially geology, geomorphology and soil. Except for the human activities, organism and water resource are the components of the land and also drives the natural dynamics of land through the phenomena of surface erosion, transportation and deposition acting on the formation of the land. In the natural system, climate change is usually considered as the main driver of LUCC, and their relationship is complex. Recently, the popular method is to assess the effects of future climate change on LUCC by using an economic model based on exogenous environment variables. The fourth assessment report released by Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) in 2007 presented that climate change induced by human activities would bring adverse effects on society, economy and environment, even alter the way of land using, in light of the prediction for the changes of global temperature, sea level and snow cover in the next 100 years by different models. According to the results of the simulation and prediction for LUCC in different climate scenarios, land use types vary with climate change in different typical regions, such as the urbanization region and the afforestation region.

2.2. Socio-economic factors of LUCC

Socio-economic factors of LUCC are land demand, land investment, urbanization, land use intensity, land ownership, land privatization, population, technology, economic growth, policy, core value of the society, etc. The relevant research established index system for LUCC and constructed LUCC model considering the coupling characteristics of LUCC model and other global environmental change models to simulate and predict the dynamics of LUCC (Li et al., 2013). With the advances of global urbanization, growth of population, and boom of agricultural activity and industrialization, artificial influences cannot be ignored. Based on the future socio-economic development conditions and national policies of China, Deng et al. (2008) set up three scenarios, namely Usual scenario, Rapid Economic Growth scenario and Cooperative Environmental Sustainability scenario, to simulate the spatial structure of LUCC in 2005–2010 taking natural factors and socio-economic factors into account by adopting Global Change Assessment Model (GCAM), and utilized Dynamics of Land System (DLS) to analyze the future land use change in spatial and temporal in China. Several international case studies also revealed an intricate relationship between population and LUCC (Lin et al., 2014), which implies that it is not linear dependence due to the large regional differences and temporal variation. Thus, it is necessary to comprehensively understand the driving mechanism of LUCC in global range and carry on the research by conducting the case studies for comparative analysis (Lambin and Geist, 2001).

Due to heterogeneity of the way and the consequences of these factors acting on LUCC, we treat all these factors as a whole to simplify their sophisticated relationships, and reveal the processes and the evolution of inherent forces of LUCC via the research on structure, function and the material/energy flows of LUCC (Wu et al., 2014). Therefore, the research on driving mechanism of LUCC increasingly involved the integrated apply of natural and social sciences.
Effects of LUCC on regional hydrological ecosystem services

3.1. Hydrological ecosystem services

Human has access to direct and indirect streams of benefits generated by hydrological ecosystem services, the final outputs of ecosystem functions or processes, in the following main categories (Tognetti et al., 2006). They are organized into following broad categories:

Hydrological provisioning services, often referred to the services by using the term “watershed services” emphasizing the utilization of the concept in the set of integrated water resources management (Smith et al., 2006), are deemed as one of a bundle of essential services-like air quality, carbon dioxide sequestration, and soil generation—provided by ecosystems which are interrelated in dynamic and complex ways. The hydrological ecosystem efficiently acts on flow regulation and filtration, crucial aspects of which involve the control of mean surface runoff, peak or flood flows, base or dry season flow, and erosion and sediment load, as well as recharge of groundwater and soil moisture (Rockstrom, 2000). These services maintain water quality, as well as mangroves, estuaries, and coastal zone processes. Also, they control the level of groundwater tables that may have adverse effects on agriculture and have benefits on water storage. Apart from these provisioning and regulating services, those that maintain natural flow and disturbance regimes as drivers of ecosystem evolutions which support aquatic ecosystem resilience refer to hydrological supporting services. Besides, some services could also support cultural values, for instance aesthetic qualities could support tourism and recreational uses. Peterson et al. (2003) stated that with the increasing number of buildings along the Northern Highlands Lake District of Wisconsin during the past 30 years, exploitation of lake contributed to coastal economic growth and strengthened the lake’s cultural services. In contrast, the changes of vegetation coverage along the lake aggravated subsidence, deteriorated fish habitats and fishing industry, which directly weakened a bundle of provisioning services. In addition, the regulating services decline with the worsening water quality.

The above findings indicate that balanced growth among hydrological ecosystem services is optimum, or other services will degrade if human blindly pursue the provisioning services. Moreover, it will endanger the benefits of contemporary and next generations. Therefore, all kinds of ecosystem services make for human life, and it is sustainable to keep balance of each ecosystem services.

3.2. Effects of LUCC on regional hydrological ecosystem services

In order to promote socioeconomic development, humans change the way of land using and the management methods to improve the living standard, which also alters regional hydrological ecosystem services to some extent. LUCC often leads to the variation of regional hydrological ecosystem services, which on one hand reflected the hydrological characteristic of land surface as the changes of some physical attributes of the regional land surface involving roughness, albedo, soil moisture, etc. can trigger the climate change. On the other hand, hydrological ecosystem services change can veer from the earth’s surface water circulation and then alter the water exchange between land surface and the atmosphere, between soil and plant (Lin and Lin, 2014).

From a macroscopic view, there is a close relationship between structures and functions of hydrological ecosystems among material, energy value and information transformation between human and land. From the microscopic view, the natural components of the hydrological ecosystem and their interactions also can profoundly impact the distribution of regional land resources as well as its development and utilization mode. Specifically, the effects of land use on hydrological ecosystem services embody in three aspects. First, there is a difference between the main hydrological ecosystem services produced by different land use types. Second, land use pattern change has a significant impact on the hydrological ecosystem service. Third, the effect of LUCC on hydrological ecosystem services differs with the varying land use intensity (Bolund and Hunhammar, 1999). And the effect can be positive or negative. Therefore, it is urging to enhance the understanding of the hydrological ecosystems for human by the research of developing the theoretical framework and mathematical model containing the assessment of hydrological ecosystem services and natural capital value (Deng et al., 2010).

(1) The effect of LUCC on the hydrological provisioning services. The hydrological ecosystem continuously provides sufficient clean water for the human society, which serves as the basis of human survival. The UN Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) studied in African found that agricultural production activities significantly interfered with the water conservation and nutrient balance of soil during 1982–1984, and the consequences were more serious in some countries as the soil nutrients and soil water were almost exhausted (Smaling and Fresco, 1993). Another case study of the Rouge River Basin in southwest Michigan in US showed that the land use changes, especially the industrialization, completed the heavy metal pollutant and organic chemicals to be discharged into underground. The shallow aquifers and the water of Rouge River were contaminated (Murray and Rogers, 1999). The surplus of nitrogen and phosphorus from agricultural production brings about water quality deterioration, oxygen depletion, death of fish, algae bloom, and epidemic of water-borne diseases (Carpenter et al., 1998; Bennett et al., 2001; Townsend et al., 2003). The transformation of land use types responded to the changes of hydrological provisioning services.

(2) The effect of LUCC on the hydrological regulating services. The regulating services of hydrological ecosystem include water conservation, flood control, and water purification, etc. The dynamics of vegetation type, area and quantity induced by LUCC break the regional balance of water resource and hamper the reaction capacity for environmental change controlled by the main vegetation structure. The research on urbanization indicates that rural land is greatly reduced because of urbanization construction. According to the obvious correlation between mainly water-quality index and land-use type, it shows that land use change resulted from urbanization greatly influences water resources supply and demand balance (Shi et al., 2014a,b).

(3) The effect of LUCC on the hydrological supporting services. The hydrological supporting services involve the maintenance of natural flow and disturbance regimes which support aquatic ecosystem resilience. Each hydrological ecosystem service corresponds to different land use type. On one hand, LUCC can alter the physiochemical characteristics on land surface and change the hydrological ecosystem, thus influence the regional hydrological cycle as well as the whole biochemical process. On the other hand, the hydrological ecosystem supports LUCC with soil water balance. One research on the wetland around the Trichonis Lake in Greece shows that climate slightly influences the changes of wetland, while LUCC plays the leading role in the wetland change (Dimitriou and Zacharias, 2010).
(4) The influence of LUCC on the water-related cultural services. The water-related cultural services mainly include the spiritual and religious values, recreation and ecotourism, aesthetic value, incentive function, education function, social function, cultural inheritance, cultural diversity, and knowledge system. Some of them are tangible and visually identifiable, while others are invisible and expressed by human activities (Pleasant et al., 2014). The research in Malagasy reveals that there is a correlation between the ecosystem service and the cultural heritage value caused by the mobility of local fishermen. The relevant analysis can offer preserving measures for the local cultural heritage (Oleson et al., 2015). The cultural services of ecosystem can be improved by proper land use planning like the construction of school and park.

4. Effects of regional hydrological ecosystem services on human well-being

Human survival and sustainable development depends on the freshwater provisioned by hydrological ecosystem services (Delgado et al., 2013). And it is varying due to the fact that it encompassed by a fluctuating external environment, which implies that changes of hydrological ecosystem services could be for or against human well-being. However, Kremen et al. (2000) and McConnell (2002) proposed that the overall impacts of ecosystem services on human well-being cannot be determined by the research in one region or modeling through using short-term data. Identically, Daw et al. (2011) concluded that people benefited from ecosystem services constrained by the family size, education level, poverty, vulnerability, and social relations. These findings are also appropriate for hydrological ecosystem services. Therefore, the study on regional hydrological ecosystem services instead of hydrological ecosystem services could offer more useful information for integrated water resources management.

4.1. Positive effect of the changes of regional hydrological ecosystem services on human well-being

Human receives abundant benefits from natural environment in the form of goods and services (Tilman, 2000). Hydrological ecosystem services, derived from ecosystem services, involve provisioning services (e.g. water supply, power production and irrigation), regulating services (e.g. water purification and erosion control), water related cultural services (e.g. aesthetic appreciation and spiritual uses), water-related supporting services (e.g. provision of water for plant growth, create habitats for aquatic organisms) (Brauman et al., 2007). The positive effects of regional hydrological ecosystem services on human well-being are demonstrated from four aspects. Firstly, water supply considered as a provisioning service, both its quality and quantity are bound up with agricultural advance, economic development and human health. In the last 50 years, the amount of global water use has been tripled (Bennear and Olimstead, 2008). The FAO distinguishes freshwater consumption from the following aspects. According to the global average data, approximately 70% of water use is for agriculture, 20% for industrial and 10% for domestic purposes, including households, municipalities, commercial establishments and public services (Gleick and Ajani, 2014). Secondly, regulating services provided by regional hydrological ecosystem services are amongst the most essential for the sustainability of resource use. In Lake Victoria, Simons and Perrings (2011) calculated the value of regulating services-nutrient buffering functions of wetland to improve the ecosystem service compensation scheme, indicated that the total cost of the payments for nutrient buffering services is 3.86 M dollars per year. Jenkins et al. (2010) emphasized the significance of the regulating services of wetland in the Mississippi Alluvial Valley for advising the government to take conservation practices on wetland ecosystem services (Faulkner et al., 2011). Thirdly, cultural services involved not only the visual enjoyment provided by the hydrological landscape, but also elevating the utility of human. Vemuri and Costanza (2006) and Engelfreit (2009) stated that there was a positive correlation between service value of ecosystem per person and life satisfaction including hydrological ecosystem services. Fourthly, Vorosmarty et al. concluded that terrestrial water cycle is of critical importance to a wide array of earth system processes (Vorosmarty et al., 1998).

4.2. Negative effect of the changes of regional hydrological ecosystem services on human well-being

That human gain from hydrological ecosystem services is growing in a non-linear way. It implies that people will mutually develop with hydrological ecosystem if they obtain benefits in a proper range, or the hydrological ecosystem will be damaged if they blindly input labor and capital. Inverse, human well-being will be impaired by these damages (Wei et al., 2006; Eggen and Suter, 2007). Foley et al. (2005) proposed that the development of agriculture was at the expense of sacrificing natural ecosystems.

Assessment report of MA program in 2005 declared that 60% of the world’s ecosystem services have been degraded, especially the services for providing fish, freshwater, and cultural services of spiritual and aesthetic value (Van Kamp et al., 2003). By contrast, the decline of hydrological ecosystem interferes the balance of other ecosystems and negatively affects the human well-being. Huber Sannwald et al. (2006) concluded that water scarcity and land degradation interacted with each other formed a vicious circle. Tisdell (2001) also stated that water scarcity affected the natural flow, thus IWRM needed to take water supply for natural flow into account. In summary, the decline of provisioning services of hydrological ecosystem is also the drivers of the degradation of other ecosystems.

Human well-being varies with the decline of hydrological supporting services which especially has a negative effect on the biodiversity conservation. The research on the relationship between vegetation dynamics and landscape pattern of desert-oasis reveals that the disappearance of scrub meadow, mire vegetation, and riparian forest leads to the decline of hydrological supporting services (Zhao et al., 2003), and in turn influences biodiversity and causes landscape to be deserted. Besides, Young and Potter (2002) proposed that the changes of water flow owing to estuarine sandbar strongly influenced the species and density of estuarine organisms based on the research on the normally-closed Wellstead Estuary on the south coast of Western Australia.

Regulating services of hydrological ecosystem reflect in the aspects of water and soil conservation and water purification. These services decline along with the decreasing of flood land or wetland, which leads to the degradation of purification capacity and surface water quality, thus influences residential water. Renard and Ferreira (1993) stated that sediment in rivers and reservoirs and soil erosion influenced and decided surface water quality. Besides, hydrological cultural services act on spiritual welfare of human. Liu et al. (2005) analyzed the changes of hydrological ecosystem services and found that the increasing area of reservoir pond in Sangong river basin improves flood control ability and enhances the provision services for production and living, but weakens aesthetic.
5. Preservation of regional hydrological ecosystem services for IWRM

5.1. Ecological civilization construction and preservation of regional hydrological ecosystem services

Based on the above analysis, promoting the land use pattern creates a new thought for preserving regional hydrological ecosystem services and give more information for IWRM. With the concept of ecological civilization construction put forward, government invested a lot to build ecological programs by improving the way of land use for sustaining the law of the nature. For examples, The Grain for Green project covering the whole China makes for incorporating hillslope hydrology and adjusting regional runoff (Band et al., 1993), and the programs like Natural Forest Protection Project, the construction of Three-North Shelterbelt project, ecological protection zone playing the same role in hydrology. In addition, the program returning cultivated land to lakes benefits the water supply for regional hydrological ecosystem services. However, ecological measures sometimes incur more threatening hydrological problems when they are not matched well with regional hydrological ecosystem. As we all know, while water hyacinth was proved that it can be treated as a biosorbent to remove heavy metals or plant nutrients from polluted water for water purification (Ibrahim et al., 2012), it is also one of the world’s worst aquatic weeds caused severe bio-invasion (Villamagna and Murphy, 2010).

5.2. Urbanization and protection of hydrological ecosystem services

A series of research shows that hydrological ecosystem services relate closely with urbanization, which may have a positive or negative impact on hydrological ecosystem services. Urbanization incurs a series of eco-hydrological problems, such as pumping groundwater exceedingly, land sinking cracking, rain flood disaster, the serious pollution of surface water, etc. Urbanization strongly interferes the environment security. To some extent, it makes the water environment worse, and hurts sustainability of urban civilization. In African, urbanization has reduced rainfall and the degree of harmony between ecosystem and urbanization (Annez et al., 2010). The development of urbanization is related to population migration, and large-scale agricultural population migration and land reform lead to hydrological ecosystem changes (Todes et al., 2010). However, some research shows that urbanization also has a positive impact on hydrological ecosystem services. Deng et al. have stated that urbanization promoted the water use and land use intensity (Deng et al., 2015). The proper pace of urbanization is the premise for ecosystem services’ protection, sustainable economic advances and improvement of living standard. Therefore, it is vital for ecological safety to formulate reasonable land use policy and protect the ecological land (Jin et al., 2014).

5.3. Ecological function regionalization and optimization of the integrated water resources management

Spatial zoning is extensively applied in the field of geography with the development of theory and methodology of geography, and scholars have already made some achievements in application, such as agricultural zoning (Marin, 2007), woodland partition (Zollner et al., 2005), ecological zoning (Kara and Guler, 2007), and water resource partition (Shitikov et al., 2007). Regional spatial function zoning is an approach to analyze spatial geographical heterogeneity in the term of micro scale, aiming at making full use of the natural geographical system and preserving attributes of different regional functions, while ecological function regionalization identifies effectively different ecosystem services. Thus, it can refer a technique to study the core hydrological ecosystem services and their differential features and also they can be regulated to achieve the goal of gaining human well-being and optimizing the IWRM. As LUCC change the function and structure of hydrological ecosystem, people can optimize the way of land use to create a virtuous circle of society-ecosystem-economy (Metzger et al., 2006; Watanabe and Ortega, 2014). In the middle of the Heihe River Basin of China, Shi et al. (2014) has analyzed the changes of hydrological ecosystem services through ecological function regionalization using System for Identifying and Zoning Ecosystem Services (SZIES). The results have revealed that with the decrease of forestry land, grassland, and wetland and the increase of urban land, the climate changes distinctly, provisioning services and regulating services of hydrological ecosystem should be emphasized conserved. Thus, ecosystem function regionalization conduces to discover the main ecological problems and develop a management system for supporting the development and protection of the hydrological ecosystem services, thus reach the target for optimizing the hydrological ecosystem function, IWRM and improving human well-being.

6. Conclusion and discussion

6.1. Conclusions

The process of land use change is complex and uncertain as its driving mechanism presents entirely disparate in different scales. With population growth, economic development and urbanization, proper land use pattern for sustainable development has been attracted concerns of ecologists, economists and management scientists. Combining research on land use changes and ecosystem services offers luxuriant evidences for settling regional environmental issues. The above analysis proved that land use changes thoroughly influence the regional hydrological ecosystem services through altering physical characters of earth’s surface and water cycle processes.

Subsequently, the changes of the regional hydrological ecosystem services may positively or negatively act on human well-being considering their regional features. But to what extent do the regional hydrological ecosystem services influence human well-being? Notably, there are few quantitative analysis while most of relevant researches are concentrated on the descriptive analysis. Therefore, this is still a potential field of modeling and statistical methods for quantifying their impacts based on further understanding of the interaction of regional hydrological ecosystem service and human well-being.

However, the regional hydrological ecosystem services are highly sensitive to the changes of themselves. For the provisioning services, regulating services, cultural services and supporting services, we have always modified the supply of regional hydrological ecosystem services to enhance the delivery or production of a particular good or service. But the inappropriate distribution of the four services results in the strengthening of the provisioning services, whereas the other three are weakened, and in turn cause the overall decline of human well-being.

6.2. Discussion

While a large number of current studies emphasized the direct effects of human activities on hydrological ecosystem services, the analysis upon indirect effects induced by land use changes was still potential for further research. The review proceeded from disclosing the driving mechanism of LUCC and separately described how the four kinds of services of hydrology vary with LUCC, which
clearly illustrated the processes of the generation of the indirect impacts. Therefore, the further research is required to assess the indirect impacts in each sector in the context of land use change, and the concept of these indirect effects into the development of society-economy-ecology for clarifying the process among LUCc, regional hydrological ecosystem services and human well-being, and integrated water resources management.

The intricate interaction processes among LUCc, regional hydrological ecosystem services and human well-being is dynamic. The consequences of competition among four services of hydrological ecosystem impair human well-being, which is opposite to their synergies, in premise of the whole system sustains its balance all the time to operate well. Just like people blindly pursuing provision services of hydrological ecosystem and ignoring the importance of others, which caused the inappropriate distribution of these services and decreased the overall benefits of the regional hydrological ecosystem services. Therefore, human should have a global and long-term perspective in the process of receiving goods and services from hydrological ecosystem services.

Human well-being and social system are inseparable, corresponding management system should support the coordinated development of land use, regional hydrological ecosystem services and human welfare. IWRM offers solutions to the water crisis in linking water to other vital resources and viewing the whole water cycle together with human interventions as the basis for sustainable water management. The research on the effects of land use changes on regional hydrological ecosystem services is in accordance with the purpose of the IWRM, affording valuable information for optimizing the IWRM. In the future, we can require deep-going research from three aspects. First of all, we should focus on the quantitative relation between regional hydrological ecosystem services and human well-being. Secondly, it’s important to analyze the mechanism about IWRM under the different background of land use policy. Thirdly, it’s necessary to study on comprehensive function regionalization of regional water resources.
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